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1. Factboard 

a) Introduction  
FactBoard is a shop floor decision support system that converts thousands of existing real-time 

transactional data inputs from logistics and production systems into a collection of visual 

dashboards. These mobile decision support displays are organized around a set of personas 

defined according to the information needs of manufacturing management.  

A key innovation of FactBoard is its ability to utilize existing transactional data within the 

enterprise and dynamically respond to increases, or even temporary decreases, in the quantity 

and quality of real-time inputs. This means companies no longer have to be in a position to 

make major upfront investments in shop floor data collection as FactBoard can utilize the 

available information effectively to ensure an increase in the quality of decision-making as 

additional data sources become available in the future.  

Another key innovation of FactBoard is its ability to map engineering production life-cycle 

management (PLM) data sets with ERP-generated build schedules and real-time transactional 

production and logistics data to create a series of information-rich and visually effective views 

designed around the needs of shop floor decision makers (personas). FactBoard’s decision 

support engine provides persona-specific calculations and probabilistic recommendations to 

facilitate inter-persona communications enabling effective factory-wide decision-making. The 

dashboard system informs decision makers of the consequences of their decisions not only for 

their local objective but also for global objectives at the facility level.  

FactBoard fully supports pull-driven production/logistical methodologies, such as Kanban and 

Kitting, and provides decision traceability. The resulting information can be post-processed by 

an inventory reconciler engine for collaboration with ERP systems to enhance inventory and 

supply chain accuracy. This document describes how to get started with FactBoard and explains 

in-depth all the features and functionality of the current software version.  

b) Getting Started 
The FactBoard main menu can be found at the following address:  

Factboard Main Menu: http://factboard.azurewebsites.net 

Once accessing the site (as seen in Figure 1), the software requires the user to choose one of 

two options: 

Dashboard- allows the user to see both the past and present plant/assembly line transactions, 

such as: station sign on/ sign off, Quality notes, Logistic issues, etc).  

Sequencer- allows the user to view the impact of line downtime on the current schedule. It also 

allows the user to re-sequence units to determine a better assembly schedule.  

http://factboard.azurewebsites.net/
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Inventory Reconciler-  

Settings-  

 

2. DASHBOARD 

a) Introduction  

FactBoard’s software is designed to be real-time data driven and knowing what is currently 

happening is crucial to decision makers. Within this dashboard, the user can see current details 

on different assembly and sub-assembly lines. With this information available to personas, they 

can react to part quality shortages and other assembly line issues immediately as they occur. 

The user can also communicate any dynamic information that may be taking place in other 

assembly and sub-assembly lines to the personas of those lines.  

b) Main Menu 
When you first access the Dashboard website you will be prompted with the menu shown in 

Figure 2. You will need to select a view, a dashboard type and a color code type. The views are 

populated according to the requests sent to the dashboard view resource.  

 

 

c) Dashboard Type: 
There are four different Dashboard types available to user in drop down: 
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• Plant Structure -Current: Allow a user to see the current view with all updates. 

• Plant Structure-History: Allow users to see view history based on dates selected. 

• Plant Structure- Replay: Allow user to upload a replay file and view transitions 

happening in current view. 

• Product Structure: Allow a user to see the stations a selected unit went through. 

The detailed descriptions of different options will be discussed in later sections. 

d) Color Code type: 
A user can color code their stations based on four categories: 

 

• Station Status:   

Allow user to see the station status based on cycle times and unit data provided. The stations 

will be marked green, yellow or red if they are on time, less than or equal to 40% over cycle or 

more than 40% over cycle. 

 

• Logistics issues: 

Logistics Issues can be filled using an EVIR request as described in the API manual. The stations 

can be color coded as green, yellow and red if they have no issues, almost three issues or more 

than 3 issues. 
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• Quality issues: 

Quality Issues can be filled using an EVIR request as described in the API manual. The stations 

can be color coded as green, yellow and red if they have no issues, almost three issues or more 

than 3 issues. 

 

• Unique Models: 

Models are associated with orders and can be added by sending post requests to loadorders 

resource. Stations will be color coded on based on associated models. The legends will only be 

based on maximum 7 models. When given more than 7 models the user will be asked to select 

most important models. 

 

Please note that not all options are available with all Dashboard types.  

e) Common components: 

o Station  

A station is a place where the units are processed. A user can double click a station to view 

detailed information. The details shown differ according to dashboard type selected. In 

Dashboard- Current the details shown are: 

 

 

These station transactions show the following information:  

Station ID- Station where transaction occurred. 
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Current Unit- Displays the serial number of the unit currently signed into the station. 

Last Unit- Displays the serial number of the previous unit. 

Sign-On Time- Time and data the operator completed the sign on process.  

Sorting-Arrow- Clicking on any of the column header names allows user to sort by ascending 

(up arrow) or descending (down arrow) order.  

Sign-Off Time- Time and date the operator completed the sign off process. If no time is 

indicated then current unit has not be signed off.  

Is Complete- this box is checked if unit has been signed off.  

Run Time (min) - Determined by the Sign-On and Sign-Off transaction times.  

 

When a user selects color code type as Logistics or Quality issues the details displayed are: 

 

Unit- Displays the serial number of the unit. 

Part No. – is optional but can be supplied in EVIR request. 

Issue ID – A unique ID that can be used to identify the issue. 

Description – small description about the issue. 

Created On – A date and time when issue was created. 

Is Open – signify the issue is open. 

Severity – Display the severity of issue. It can be Normal or Critical. 

Issue Type - Can be Logistics or quality.  

To close the station transaction window, the user can either click on the “x” in the upper right-

hand corner or use the escape keyboard key.  
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Because station information is taken directly from the build list, operators need to sign off the 

unit. However, if they forget to sign off a unit then the sign off will automatically occur once the 

next station completes sign on in other station in same assembly line. 

o Buffer Stations 

In FactBoard’s system, a buffer station is a physical queuing area between the sub-assembly 

lines and the main one (represented in the system as a color coded blue station). That is, if the 

unit cannot proceed, the buffer station acts as an intermediate for those units waiting to get 

pulled into the station. In these stations, the information that is present is the buffer station ID 

and the number of units assigned to that station as seen in Figure 9.  

 

Just like regular stations, if the user double-clicks on these stations a transaction window will 

appear as seen in the figure below. This transaction window displays the serial number of the 

units signed on to that buffer station, those that were completed on one station but couldn’t 

proceed to the next, as well as the transaction date and time.  

 

Every buffer has a limited capacity which is defined in the plant layout. If the buffer have more 

units than planned, it will be highlighted in orange color. 
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You can delete a unit from a buffer by clicking on buffer, selecting units and selecting Remove 

Selected. 

 

 

o Links 

Links are implicit buffers defined between two stations. While buffer connects stations in 

different lines, links connect stations on same lines. If a unit is signed off in a station but has not 

been signed on in next station, it will reside in the link. You cannot delete unit from links. Links 

are defined automatically when you define the Assembly line if “disableAutoStationOrdering” in 

assembly line is set to false. The links will depend on station order. If the property is set to true 

than links will be defined using links provided by user in view. 

 

o The legend labels 

The legend depends on color code type selected. The legend is the same for any view when the 

user selects Station Status, Logistics Issues, or Quality Issues. However, the labels change 

according to the assembly system currently displayed when the Model option is chosen.  

o Units Completed Table 

One more piece of information that the system displays once a view is selected, is a table of 

units completed. This table’s purpose is to inform the user on how the line is performing in 

terms of the number of units completed vs. assigned. The figure below shows an example of 

how a table would be displayed for a assembly line.  
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In this table, the user can visualize exactly how many units were scheduled for today. This 

information comes from build list uploaded by the user. Make sure you add the Line schedule 

date. The units completed counter is incremented after every signoff EVIR post on last station 

of assembly line. Note: You need to upload build list before the EVIR. 

3. Plant Structure –Current 
Plant Structure –Current allow a user to see the current view with all updates. This allow user to 

quickly spot any issues with stations and units assigned to them. A typical Dashboard view is 

shown in figure. 
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4. Plant Structure: History Dashboard 
FactBoard’s software also adds the unique feature of being able to see all past transactions 

over a range of dates. Manufacturing assembly line issues usually can be traced back to an 

exact time where they began to occur. Because of this unique feature, FactBoard offers rich 

data collection method. To access the historic plant structure dashboard, the user needs to 

select Plant structure- History as Dashboard view. The typical History dashboard is depicted in 

Figure. 
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The three circles at bottom of stations show the total count of units in each category. The 

station will be color coded according to the maximum count.  

Note that the buckets do not show up for Logistics and Qa,i 

o Date Range Selection  

To use the history feature, the user need to provide to and from dates. By default, the window 

between start and end dates is set to seven days and they are adjusted accordingly. This 

window can be modified through settings. An example of history view is shown in figure. Only 

the new transactions made between these dates are shown. 
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5. Plant Structure- Replay:  
The replay feature allow users to see all tarnsactions in action over a period of time. The user needs to 

upload a replay study file in order to use this feature. The file can either be in JSON or Excel format. 

Sample files for both are provided on support website. 

The files essentially contain following information: 

The unit serial number 

Station ID. 

Date and time for signon. 

Date and time for signoff. 

To import the file, select settings from right top corner in your Dashboard.  

Select the appropriate option.  
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You will be taken to import page where you can upload the file. 

Once imported correctly the file will be displayed in Replay file drop down.  
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The dashboard menu for replay file looks like the following: 

 

The feature update the views constantly as it run transactions. The Playback Speed here refers 

to how much time will be elapsed between two consecutive updates.  

6. Product structure: 
The user need to select a unit number to use the Product Structure dashboard. Only stations 

associated with the unit will be color coded. A sample Product Structure is shown in the figure. 
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7. Dashboard Options 
These options are available from every dashboard and can be used by clicking the setting icon 

on top right. 

 

The options are explained below: 

Dashboard Options: Open the Dashboard option dialog box. 

Import Study File: Enable user to import study files for Dashboard- Replay. 

Show/Hide Info Panel: Can be used to show or hide the Info panel on left top. 
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Show/Hide AndOnBoard Panel: Can be used to show or hide the Andon Board on left top. Note 

that Andon Board is only displayed if the view specifies a valid assembly line. The Andon Board 

is not displayed in history mode. 

 

Settings: Open Dashboard settings. 

Logging: Navigate user to logging screen. See Logging section for more information. 

Home: Navigate the user to Factboard home. 

 

8. Sequencer 

a) Introduction 
Sequencer allow the user to do last minute adjustments on their orders. To add the information, you can 

import an excel file or use API requests. Refer to the Sample import file for more information.  The 

Sequencer screen looks like following: 
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The Sequencer contain three panes: 

Slot Time units: Show the assigned orders in their time slots. This pane also displays all violations and 

errors. You can correct the orders by changing them to different slots using functions discused in later 

sections.  

Order Category: Unassigned: Show all unassigned orders.  

Order Category: Diverted: Show all diverted orders. 

Note: if you don’t see a pane, check that it is set to visible n grid view. You may also not see a pane if 

you have no unassigned or diverted orders. 

b) View Units 
To select units on sequencer, you need to select product group, Work Area View, Start date and 

an End date in the header. Note that the units are only updated after clicking Go. 
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c) Modify the schedule 
 

• Swap Units 
To swap units, select two units and click on Swap.  

 

• Assign Unit 
To assign an order, Select the order from unassigned category and an empty slot in the 

schedule. Then click on Assign. 

 

You can also assign the units by double clicking in any column of an unassigned time slot. 

Expect the very left column as it used for selection. You will be provided by the following 

dialogue box: 

 

Select an unassigned or diverted unit and hit save. 

• Unscheduled Unit 
To unschedule a unit simply select it in the schedule and click on unschedule. The unit will be 

moved to unassigned category. You can select multiple units for mass scheduling. 
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• Divert Units 
Only one unit can be diverted at a time. Divert symbolize that the unit is finished for sequence 

of stations. For example, if a unit is diverted to station 5 it will be assumed that the work 

associated with it is finished till station 5. The unit will then be moved to Order category: 

Diverted. 

To divert a unit, select the unit and then click on Divert.  

 

The following dialog box will be provided, select the last station where work has been 

completed. Select Divert.  

 

 

• Shift time slots 
Using the shift button, you can shift time slots by a certain amount once initialized. This 

feature can be used if the assembly line and stations needs to be closed for any reason. This 

will also shift the orders. If an order was scheduled for 1:30 and you shift the slot to 2:00, 

you will see the order is scheduled for 2:00 too. To use his feature, you need to select 

current date as your start and end date. The shift button will be enabled. For example: 
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You will be provided with following dailogue box: 

 

You can select the first slot that needs to be moved and by how many minutes it need to be 

moved.  
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9. Add / Edit Sequencer View 
You can add or modify the sequencer views through our menu option “Add/ edit Sequencer View”.  

The editor screen looks like following: 

 

 

You will need to select the Product group. Keep in mind that a Product group is provided to facilitate 

grouping of views. You can have similar name for Sequence views in different product groups. However, 

if you schedule an order for an Assembly Line it will be displayed in all views containing the line as main 

line.  

Second, you need to select the Sequence view you want to edit or delete. If you are adding a view, you 

will need to provide a new name in editor. Once you are done editing, you can click on the following 

option: 

  

a)  Add View 
To create a new view in selected Product Group, you need to provide a name and select a main 

assembly line. The lines displayed in the dropdown come from the Excel file sheet: Assembly Line.  
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Graph sheet in Sequencer file is used to select lines connected to main assembly lines. You can select 

stations by Add Station(s) button. The Check Boxes allow you to decide what properties should be added 

in the view.   

b) Edit View 
You can add and delete different columns from the view with Edit option.  

c) Delete a View 
To completely Delete a view, select the Delete option. Make sure you are selecting correct Product 

group and View before clicking Delete as there is no way to undo this action.  

10. Customize your grid 

You can choose which items should be shown on you grid by clicking at button. 

You can select the option in the dialogue box: 

 

Hit save when you are done. 

You can also toggle size between slot time items and Diverted items though   button on 

top. 

 

11. Violations 
Sequencer display all violations in red colors. To get specific information, hoover over the cell 

and a tooltip will be provided with information about the violation.  
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Missing resources and parts are indicated with yellow color. 

Green color simply indicate that unit will be meeting the criteria according to the given 

schedule. 

12. Tools 

d) Sort units 
You need to select the column you want to choose as the basis of sorting. Click on the column 

and click the small arrow on right corner . The arrow will toggle the order of units.  

e) Select all units 
You can select all Slot time items by clicking at the square on top left column in the sheet. The 

box has three values: 

None selected  

Some units selected  

Select all   

13. Inventory Reconciler 
Inventory Reconciler enable user to quickly verify the quantity needs. A typical Inventory Reconciler 

screen looks like following: 
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To see the storage areas, you need to update the import file in sequencer. The calculations are 

done according to the assigned orders. The main idea is to calculate the parts required for 

orders assigned from current date to the end date and see if we need any part shipped. To view 

the details, you will need to select the header information: 

 

Assembly line, Storage Area, and an End Date is required. The start date is determined 

according to Default Report Span setting. Tracked Item Only flag is used to facilitate filtering of 

critical parts from other parts. 

Inventory reconciler display following information. 

Station: The station where the orders are assigned. 

Storage areas: The storage areas store parts for stations. A single storage area can deliver parts 

to multiple stations and vice versa. 

Remaining Quantity: This column indicates the quantity left after the planned orders consume 

required parts. This means if my end date is five days ahead and there is an order scheduled 

after two days which will need 5 parts. If the storage area has 10 parts, the remaining quantity 

will be 5 because the order is planned to consume 5 parts. Zeros are highlighted yellow while 

shortages are highlighted red. -9 will mean that we are short 9 parts required to finish the 

orders. 

Current Quantity: Display the total part quantity in storage area. 

Part: Contain part number, Different storage areas can have same parts in them. 

Part description: Optional part description. 

Please note that there is a flag “Tracked” in Excel sheet. This flag is used to facilitate filtering of 

critical parts from other parts in excel sheet. You can use this feature by toggling the tracked 

item only option. If a part you are looking for is not displayed, try turning tracked item only off.  

14. Logging 
Logging enables users to debug with more information. The section includes all the error messages 

thrown by the application. The logging screen looks like the following: 
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The log messages are categorized as ‘Warning’, ‘Error’ and ‘Fatal’. The user can filter the error 

messages using dates and Logging level in the header. To refresh the results hit Go button. 

 

The information can be exported using the export button.  

 

15. Settings 

a) Dashboard Settings: General 
Station Status Upper Limit – This percentage value is the cut off to show the danger or red level 

on the diagram station nodes for status. This limit is used when the color code type selected is 

system status and station completion time exceeds the cycle time by the given percentage. 

Quality Issues Upper Limit – This value is the cut off to show the danger or red level on the 

diagram station nodes for quality issues. This count limit is used when the color code type 

selected is quality issues and applies for the quality issues that are still open and all the closed 

issues over the given time period, specified by the Completed Issues Included Setting. 

Logistic Issues Upper Limit – This value is the cut off to show the danger or red level on the 

diagram station nodes for logistic issues. This count limit is used when the color code type 

selected is quality issues and applies for the logistic issues that are still open and all the closed 

issues over the given time period, specified by the Completed Issues Included Setting. 

Current Refresh Interval – This value is in seconds and indicates how often the dashboard 

information will be refreshed. If the value is set to zero, it will not refresh, and the user can 
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refresh using the refresh button. The value should not be set much lower than the information 

can be updated, otherwise it just adds load to the server for no overall benefit. 

Completed Issues Included – When looking at issues (quality or logistical), this value, in days, is 

used for the completed or closed issues returned when calculating the number of issues shown 

for an issues-based color coding. 

Selected Items Included – The number of days of item information to show when a specific 

station is selected. 

Replay Mode Default Speed – When running the dashboard in replay mode, this is the default 

speed setting for the playback. The user is allowed to adjust the speed on the dashboard 

screen, but this setting is for the starting or default speed setting. 

b) Dashboard Settings: Management 
Dashboard View Removal –  Allow a user to select the dashboard views to delete. After 

checking boxes, hit ok and then hit save.  

Replay Fil Removal – Allow a user to delete Replay study files. 

c) Sequencer Settings 

Maximum Date Range – The maximum number of days allowed to be shown in the sequencer. 

Making this value too large can cause the update response to be slow. 

Default Date Range – The default number of days allowed for visible sequencer selection. This 

setting works in conjunction with the Maximum Date Range Setting. 

Large Grid Ratio – The ratio of the slot time based grid to the available items grid. This setting 

allows the user to adjust the relative size of each of the grids. 

Unit Column Width – The pixel width of the column that shows the unit serial number of the 

order. 

Time Slot Width – The pixel width of the column that show the time slot. 

Minimum Column Width – The minimum pixel column width for all the columns, except for the 

unit and time slot. 

Date Format for Time Slot Column – The format of the date and time information that will be 

used for the time slot column. 

Date Format for non-time Slot Columns – The format of the date and time information that will 

be used for all columns that display a date, other than the time slot column. 

d) Inventory Reconciler Settings 
Default Report Span (days) - The default number of days allowed for visible inventory reconciler 

selection. 


